The Boolean interval lattice I n
The main object of our investigation are collections of intervals in the Boolean lattice B n , that is, the family of all subsets of n] = f1; 2; : : :; ng endowed with union and intersection as lattice operations. Finally, (with a little abuse of notation) we use also for the second interval description:
(< C; D >) = jDj + 1:
2. AZ{identity, LYM{inequality, and Sperner property for I n Let us introduce B k n =
? n] k and let us denote by I k n the set of intervals from I n of rank k(0 k n + 1) .
Observe rst that for all I 2 I k n jfI 0 2 I k+1 n : I 0 Igj = n ? k + 1 We call S I n an intersecting system, if for all I; I 0 2 S I^I 0 = I \ I 0 6 = :
Also, we say that S is saturated, if it is not a proper subset of an intersecting system. A simple and basic saturated intersecting system is for C n]
I n (C) = fI 2 I n : C 2 Ig:
We show rst that its cardinality is independent of C .
Lemma 2. For all C n] jI n (C)j = 2 n : Proof: The intervals containing C are of the form A; B] , A C B . Clearly, there are 2 jCj 2 n?jCj such intervals.
Next we show that all saturated intersecting systems are of the form (3.2). We consider now intersecting systems of intervals of rank k . This is analogous to the case of k element sets considered orginally in 2]. It is remarkable that in the new situation we have uniqueness in the sense that only the I k n (C)'s appear as optimal systems. Theorem 2. 
From local to global intersection of intervals and intersecting antichains
The fact that parallel intervals are disjoint (Lemma 5) has a useful extension. Conversely we can translate this inequality backwards. Thus the LYM inequality for the Boolean lattice is exactly the Bollobas{type inequality for the Boolean interval lattice.
An Intersection Theorem for chain posets
We introduce now chain posets and prove for them an intersection property conjectured by P.L. Erd os, A. Seress and L.A. Sz ekely in 1]. There and also by F uredi (according to 1]) this conjecture has been veri ed in a large range of the parameters. The methods used don't seem to be suitable to settle the conjecture. Our approach does it and is very simple. In Section 6 we give an even simpler and more direct proof.
A strictly increasing sequence of subsets of n] and of length k is called a k{chain . With the chain C we associate an interval conv(C ) = C 1 ; C`] 2 I n , and, conversely, with an interval I 2 I n we associate the set of chains C n (I) = C 2 C n : conv(C ) = I :
Furthermore, for any set of chains C C n we consider the subset of chains C(I) = C 2 C : conv(C ) = I : Remark 2: q(r) equals the number of ways in which a set of r ? 1 elements can be partitioned into a sequence of k ? 1 non{empty subsets. This observation gave us the idea to the more direct proof of Theorem 4 in Section 6. , is d{intersecting and increases with n . In the spirit of this construction is our last contribution:
Conjecture: For all n; d and some w d there is an optimal d{intersecting family of chains, which contain at least w+d 2 members of X 0 ; X 1 ; : : :; X w?1 .
7. Another description for I n Consider ? I n = I n r fI g . We express C n] as a binary sequence c n = (c 1 ; : : :; c n ) of length n . An interval A; B] can thus be described by a pair a n ; b n ] , where a t b t for t = 1; : : :; n . This pair in turn can be described by one sequence z n = (z 1 ; : : :; z n ) with z t = 2 ? (a t + b t ); t = 1; 2; : : :; n: 
